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Design has been a human activity as long as humans
are humans. In the last decades, a lot of academic
research has been devoted to understand the
theoretical and scientific bases on which this activity
rests, and some of these aspects are beginning to be
clear, in particular with respect to cognitive processes
and representational needs.Therefore, in this article,
we will: 1) briefly describe some current approaches to
design thinking and in particular describe conceptual
design; 2) analyze how current state-of-the-art software
is neither designed to give an answer to these
processes, nor to support conceptual design; and 3)
introduce a new approach in the design of CAD
software data models, so that conceptual design is
better supported to truly “aid” designers in his praxis.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Design as a praxis has been around for many centuries (even millennia),
since this technique is found at the heart of technological invention and
innovation. For example, think of the invention of the first instruments or,
conversely, the perfection of current tools; design is behind the process that
leads from one to the other. But it is only in the second half of the 20th
century that designers have begun to ask themselves what are the
neurological, cognitive and techno-scientific bases of this praxis. Which are
the processes at play in the creation of new artifacts? Is it possible to give
an accurate and objective (i.e. scientific) explanation of it? Can we
reproduce it in the controlled environment of a laboratory or a computer
simulation?
The early theoretical positions addressed the Theory of Design as a set
of “procedures”, that designers repeat in a determinate order. Such
procedural approach was borrowed from the existing views in psychology
and the theories of perception —associationism and behaviorism— first,
and then the Gestalt movement.These theories broadly agree on a
fundamental thesis: design is a “problem-solving” activity, which ultimately
means that, given a series of [well-defined] requirements and constraints, a
strategy can be developed to achieve a [one among many] solution that
fulfills the desired results. In the late 1950’s, Herbert Simon introduced a
new approach to human problem-solving based on symbolic information
processing (SIP, [1]) and, in The Sciences of the Artificial [2], developed at
some length this central thesis of his life-span research1, i.e. the “sciences of
design” [3].This vision sparked an outburst of design theories by adherence
or by contraposition to Simon’s (see an early example in [4] ). Many authors
have adopted the SIP framework altogether –and many have proposed
changes, additions and alterations–, to the point where these continue to be
a dominant force within the field [5].
From the end of the 1970s on, authors from various disciplines—
psychology, sociology, art history, engineering and anthropology— have been
proposing other paradigms to the cognitive study of design. Most of these
theories, hypotheses and visions are gathered, explained, sorted out and
critically confronted in Rowe’s 1987 compendium Design Thinking [6], who
divides them into procedural aspects (largely organized around the idea
of “problem-solving”) and normative aspects, where theoretical or
aesthetic discourse is the main guiding principle for design. Rowe notes that
in the “problem-solving approach” a distinction must be made between
“well-defined” and “ill-defined” problems. If the problem at hand is “welldefined”, there exists necessarily a precise way to describe any one possible
solution to the problem, and the entire solution space is known; the
problem is reduced to finding the “means” to achieve such problem
solution. Ultimately, it is a problem of traversing the space of possible
1

From the “Preface to the Second Edition”.
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solutions, searching for the one that better fits the desired outcome.
However, most problems in design do not fall into this category, for
either the solutions cannot be fully specified, or the whole solution space is
unknown, or the desired result is not completely clear (“ill-defined”).The
activity necessary, then, is one of progressively refining and testing the
solutions with the final user, to clarify –step by step– which are the
characteristics of the desired solution.When problems are ill-defined, a
great effort is devoted to problem definition and redefinition, with the help
of intermediate solutions.
Some researchers have even used the wording “wicked-defined” for
problems that are so ill-defined that cannot possibly be definitively
formulated [7]: for each and every proposed solution, many possible
differing opinions can be stated, whether this solution fulfills or not the
expected result. Indeed each step and each proposed intermediate solution
only partially fulfills the supposed requirements at that moment. Since the
problem is ill-defined, it has no clear requirements or specifications, making
it very difficult to accept or reject any partial solution. But this temporal
solution will help in opening up new expectations on the final product,
which will in turn modify the perceived requirements, turning the whole
problem-solving process into an impossible task. Or not so impossible?
In this article, we will:
1. Introduce some current visions of design thinking and design
representation;
2. analyze how current state-of-the-art software is neither designed
to give an answer to these positions, nor to support conceptual
design;
3. introduce a new approach in the design of CAD software data
models so that conceptual design is better supported to really
“aid” design in his praxis.

2. CURRENT APPROACHES TO CONCEPTUAL
DESIGN
If design is a form of problem-solving, then the action of finding adequate
answers to the design problems presented may as well be called “design
reasoning” or “design thinking”.The kind of reasoning process involved into
the activity we call design is yet another mystery.What follows is not
intended to be, by any means, a normative theory of design, but a
compendium of some approaches to understand some of the processes at
play in the activity of designing, especially in the mind of the designer and in
his interaction with representations, which will ultimately give us some clues
to the necessary nature of [digital] representation tools for design.
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2.1. Design reasoning and innovative abduction
Induction and deduction are well known forms of reasoning, widely accepted
in science, since they represent the basis of logic and syllogism, since at least
Aristotle. But if we turn to more contemporary psychology and cognitive
sciences in search of plausible explanations of what “design reasoning” might
be, we will find the less known “abduction”.The great philosopher and
mathematician Charles S. Peirce (1839–1914) was searching for the “logic”
—if there is any— behind the formation of hypothesis, in the framework of
scientific reasoning. Indeed, reasoning towards a hypothesis is different, in his
view, as reasoning from a hypothesis [8, 9].This type of reasoning is
classified as a form of inference, in addition to induction and deduction. But, in
contrast, abduction is a twofold process: forming an explanatory hypothesis
and, at the same time, deciding whether that hypothesis is worth testing, or
to put it another way, “putting a hypothesis on probation” [10] (hence its
name: abduction).This kind of inference is neither of the kind where we have
two premises, a Generalization (a Rule) and a Case, to infer the Result, as in
the case of Deduction; nor of the kind where we already have a Case and a
Result and we want to infer the general Rule that is valid for all the cases. In
abduction, we only have one premise, one Fact that we want to explain or
accomplish. In a flash, a moment of insight, abduction reasoning presents
both the Rule and the Case together, so that only if the Rule is true, the
Case is true as well, and vice versa.
Roozenburg, in a series of very articulate papers, follows the American
logician and applies these ideas to design, proposing that the pattern of
innovative abduction does indeed represent the key mode of “reasoning” in
design [10, 11]. Let’s imagine we observe a surprising fact: water is pouring
through our ceiling, and we need to make sense of it.We then propose a
Hypothesis and a Case: if our neighbor above has an appliance (W.C.,
washing-machine, etc.) exactly or near the point of the flood, then that
“could be” the answer to the problem —we are not certain yet, this is just
a hypothesis being constructed.When the hypothesis is set, ready to be
tested, all the components have come together in a flash, probably present
in our mind before, but never connected in this particular way. Innovative
abduction is a new combination of otherwise separated ideas.
Innovative abduction is today a widely accepted and cited approach to
design reasoning. But it depicts a whole different designer, one that is
continuously testing out imperfect or “ill-defined” hypothesis, putting them
“on the table”, defining and refining them, until they cease to be valid to the
problem at hand. And this process of refining sure involves drafting,
geometrical representations, graphical abstractions and other types of
documents. But this model of design thinking opens up a number of relevant
questions and problems for the use of representations in design, regarding
their role in the process and, in particular, their ability to capture the small
nuisances of the thinking process.
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Current CAD tools (see below for a classification) support designs at a
different level of development: designs that have a sound and precise
geometrical definition, or designs that have a defined graphical visualization.
But they do not support the kind of doubt-and-decision processes at play in
the early phses of design.What should be the nature of design
representations at this stage of the design process?

2.2.The use of representations in conceptual design
If science studies what will happen when certain conditions apply,
technology tries to modify precisely the conditions so that certain things
actually do happen. Design is a form of technology (a techné), in that it is a
preparatory process, the process of “foreseeing” how to take things from
one particular state A to a different state B, so that certain goals or purposes
are achieved.To do that, designers propose, at the same time, a <form>–i.e.,
a particular arrangement of certain materials– and the way it is to be used,
that is, its <actuation> or mode of action upon it.
In this process of designing, a lot of momentarily unstable proposals are
made all the time. Some simple solutions are maybe accepted right away,
while the design for some more complex situations may have to be doubleor triple-checked until the designer is satisfied with the solution. But this
temporarily accepted solution may have to be modified altogether as a
result of a later iteration of the <form>+<actuation>→ <mode of
action>→ <purpose> process, which is cyclical (see [10], p13). During this
process, designers find useful to represent their partial solutions, and the
temporary arrangement of things while it is being checked, or awaiting a
final verdict.
Cognitive scientists do not agree on the nature of mental
representations –if there are any at all–, and several theories propose
different mental models of them (cognitivism, connexionism, emergence,
enaction, etc.)[12, 13]. Being a very complex discussion, it would be
completely outside of the scope of this paper to construct or use a theory
of representation. But for the sake of discussion let’s accept that the
designer uses some form of internal representation, reference or surrogate of
the object he is designing; and that this internal representation (whatever its
form or existence) is externalized in the form of drawings, models, lists,
schemas, diagrams or texts….These external representations –not
necessarily analog replicas of their mental originals– have the role of a more
persistent memory, being an external substitute for the internal shortmemory of the designer, which is severely limited ([14] p17).
But, if we look at the use and performative aspects of design thinking,
two major issues affect representations (mental, internal, external or other):
first of all they have to be efficient and accurate: “inefficient internal
representations can waste short- term memory. Inefficient external
representations can waste attention and short- term memory by forcing the
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user to filter out extraneous material” [14], p.17. Second of all,
representations of all types must have the capacity to “chunk” several ideas
together, allowing for the automation of processes:
“When first learning a new physical or mental procedure, the mind
often traverses a sort of declarative list of steps.This requires a
great deal of attention. However, as the procedure becomes more
practiced, it can be automatized to reduce the amount of attention
necessary for performance. (…) In the extreme, the procedure
becomes a sort of monolithic entity, which requires only a set of
attention to set in motion (…)” [14], p.17
Chunking and automation are the basis of concept formation [15], and are
also used by designers (and all experts in any field) to categorize problems
into high-level analogies or metaphors: in this manner, they do not have to
devote attention to the little details contained in each of these solutions
(they come out as part of the chunking and automation process), focusing
instead on the relationship among other high-level groups of problems.
These abstractions hide (or contain, in an undefined manner) a large
number of implementation issues, too detailed to be taken into account.
Therefore, expert designers do not think about, for example, the
particularities and details of the aluminum profile of a windowing system;
this problem is already been taken care of, and we refer to it as an
“aluminum frame”, taking for granted that a given solution (between such
and such reasonable measurements) will fit, afterwards.We may “defer” the
resolution of the minor details –focusing our effort on the high-level
structures, and forgetting the relationships and complexities of the lower level design parts– until the focus needs to be put back on these details
(this process has been referred to as the Level-of-Detail “LOD” problem).
What we acknowledge, in any case, is the existence and the need of a set of
high-level, fuzzy, ad-hoc representations, used by expert designers to model
and work through the design process.
With these high-level chunks designers and experts fabricate “mental
libraries” of sorts, in order to favor the mental automation process.This
structure of the built environment, arranged in “libraries” has been
recognized several times in the history of design, starting probably with
J.N.L Durand [16]; Alexander’s notion of patterns [17]; and others cited in
Johnson’s text.These libraries display a somewhat hierarchical structure:
rooms include walls, walls include windows, and windows include profiles.
We’ll turn to this structure in a moment. For now, let’s keep in mind that
chunking and automation, and the “libraries” resulting from these processes
are a way to preserve cognitive resources.

3. A FRAMEWORK FOR CONCEPTUAL DESIGN?
All of these facts and theories about design processes and design thinking,
and about the way human memory and mental processes work, are not
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meant to be a theory of design, but just the recognition of the need for a
different framework for the representation of early design processes
(conceptual design). If we were to approach a digital tool to support or
capture conceptual design (according to the processes depicted above), we
would have to emphasize a number of important points for design and
design representations:
Chunking: In this phase of design, details are hidden (even voluntarily
“deferred” 2), as the process of design advances, resting on the basis of preestablished assumptions and freed from too much detail.
Level of Detail: in addition, designers do not follow predefined
problem-solving schemes, and they may jump from the very abstract and
conceptual (based on metaphors and aesthetic ideas), to the very detailed
and concrete (resting on technical and material knowledge).
Use of Hierarchies: The conceptual phase emphasizes the use of
containment hierarchies (“part-of”) and of relationships among the parts
(“next-to”, “on-top-of”, etc.). Instead of working with finalized, definite and
clear-cut elements, designers work with tentative relationships among
elements, or among its subparts. It does not always take into account the
particular form or geometry of the elements, unless it is an important part
of the metaphorical-aesthetical structure stated above.
Libraries: It is clear that it is impossible for a designer to force his
creative process into preconceived molds. Although designers use “libaries”
of previously used and successful solutions, they do so in a very fuzzy way,
always in an open and undefined way.Therefore, catalogs and/or listings, or
hierarchies, of preestablished solutions (windows, doors or wall types) are
of use as long as they are a resource which the designer may turn to; but he
may as well discard them and search for a different solution (a nonprefabricated element) if it fits better his goals.
Undefinedness (“deference”):The need for a certain level of
undefinedness (or “deference”) of certain details, and the importance of
quick and flexible adjustment and revision of partial or temporal solutions.
This means, in practice, that whenever we define an element, we can only
define part of its characteristics, and part of its relationships to other
elements, leaving the remaining detail to “defaults” or to a later iteration in
the process where they will be taken care of.
All these points (probably some more could be added) are of vital
importance in order for representation systems to respond to the nature of
design thinking, and the processes of design practice.

2

Deferance is a coined word that refers to the capacity to “defer”, to “postpone” in time, certain decisions
pertaining to the properties of elements. It has no theoretical relationship to Jacques Derrida’s use of the
word.
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4. CURRENT SOLUTIONS IN DIGITAL
REPRESENTATION
Designers have historically resorted to drawings, diagrams and other forms
of representation as a way to help themselves and to convey designs to
third parties (for an interesting account of drawing as a tool to convey
information to third parties, see [18]). Lately, digital tools in its short history
have been offering a number of different modes of representation, which we
here classify into a few groups:
Drafting software: on the first stage, we have drafting and modeling
tools, like AutoCAD©, Microstation© and several more.With them,
designers can draft finished ideas as they are going to be implemented in
built form, using as a means geometrical entities to draw the type of final
representations that are used as an exchange between the agents of design
and construction industries (plans, sections, etc.).These packages also offer
the possibility to model geometries in 3D and, usually, important rendering
capabilities.Typically these packages offer a library of basic geometric
primitives, ranging from the line to the spline (in 2D), or from simple
polygons to complex NURBS and patch geometries (in 3D).
Associative software: Besides drafting software, we find packages
whose entities are somehow related in the internal database.Tying together
two geometrical objects (e.g. two lines associated by their endpoints) they
will remain together, no matter where we move one or the other –until
they are explicitly untied.The different types of bonds among objects
(associations) can be just geometrical, or of a more complex kind (like
formulas or indirect relationships). Since each geometrical primitive is
informationally defined by a set of data properties (parameters), we can
theoretically associate parameters from different entities and make them
behave concurrently in sync.This process can be extended to amazing
extremes with the use of the correct associative software, and even be
visually created with plug-ins like Generative Components© or
Grasshopper© (for Microstation© or Rhinoceros©, respectively).
‘Smart’ objects and BIM: During the 1990’s, large software
companies adopted a new approach (that packages like ArchiCAD© had
adopted from the onset): to include pre-defined primitives that resemble
architectural elements, or that cater for the 80-90% of designer
representational choices. Coming close to the object-oriented programming
and database paradigm [19], these “smart objects” –as they were called–
would be instantiated from a library of components, and accept a number of
parameters that fully define the complete object and all its options. Imagine
the list of parameters to specify a simple window: type of window, number
of sheets, width of the wall in which it is inserted, width and depth of the
jambs, and a myriad of other parameters.Then, the software would either
generate its geometry, or –in the best of cases– maintain an object in the
database with this information so that the design and its parameters could
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be altered several times.
Following this, during the 1990’s there was even an important industryand academy-driven effort to define a standard for the standardization of
“high-level” objects, called S.T.E.P. [20] and internationally accepted as the
standard ISO 103033.
Drafting CAD tools, associative software and “smart” or BIM packages
have had their share of importance, and they are today extensively used
alone or in combination. In fact current state-of-the-art BIM software
(Building Information Model) is a clever mixture of all three models.

5. DISCUSSION
All designers use C.A.D. tools in one or another way. However, if we take a
more critical look at these packages, we can see that none seems to be
appropriate for the needs of designers in the conceptual phase of design.
This is the most typical complaint of designers and software users, and it
usually has to do with the inappropriateness of the design representation
methods and processes that these programs offer, usually not in line with
the way designers think or represent. Indeed, Johnson gives an almost
complete account [14] of some of the problems faced by designers that are
not sufficiently addressed by available design tools.
First of all, “for reasons of familiarity and appropriateness (…) the
elements in a CAD system should correspond to architectural elements”
like those described by Alexander, Ching, Rowe, Schön, and others, because
there is “a large body of evidence that architects remember and think about
designs in terms of elements like walls, doors, rooms, etc” [14] (p19).
But, Johnson continues, “[t]he correspondence between CAD elements
and architectural elements should not be merely cosmetic. CAD system
elements should have characteristics appropriate for the type of
architectural element they represent” (p20). An ordinary door, for instance,
should have the attributes that represent and describe its characteristics:
size, jambs, moldings, placement of hardware, and placement in the
containing wall. Having all these features defined and making CAD elements
editable is a very complex –if not impossible– task. Just think of the
“topological changes, like changing the number of cells in a waffle slab” or
the number and shape of legs in a table, which “cannot be described by
changing the lengths of parts of a [primitive or the parameters of a
parametric] shape”.This becomes clear when we compare similar objects
with dissimilar shapes: a hinged window cannot be described by the
parameters of a double-hung window; nor a brick wall described with the
parameters of a concrete retaining wall, or a regular stud wall. Hence, a
3

ISO 10303 - “Automation systems and integration — Product data representation and exchange” is a
standard from the International Standards Organization for the computer-interpretable representation and
exchange of product manufacturing information. It is informally known as “STEP” “Standard for the Exchange
of Product model data”.
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“smart object” encompassing all subtypes is either a “double” or “triple”
object, or not possible at all.
This is so because simple hierarchical arrangements of architectural
elements (in a tree-like structure) are not flexible enough, for in a designer’s
mind the hierarchies of elements are not one-dimensional, but ndimensional, different from, for example, the classification of living beings by
Linnaeus. “Even if substitution is allowed, so that one parametric shape can
be substituted for another, full topological flexibility is not supported. A
complete set of parametric shapes, capable of representing every
conceivable topology, cannot be created.” [14]. Johnson finalizes this
discussion by stating that, in his opinion, “[t]he user needs more than a
selection of predefined topologies-he needs to have a framework for
specifying topologies. [14] p19
It is elegant, and useful, to use digital tools that support high-level
entities representing architectural elements, and whose characteristics are
long-lasting and do not “disappear after the initial creation of the element,
as is the case with a procedural shape. Many drafting systems use
procedural shapes to generate representations of walls, stairs, colonnades,
or other architectural entities” [14], asking for input about the values of
certain of its parameters. But, while “smart objects” allow defining the
“identity” and “unity” of any such element, any system should have flexible
limits for these objects too, so as to allow for very different topologies and
dissimilar shapes to be grouped together under the same “identity”.
Furthermore, any represented element should be composed of other
similar or different elements (i.e. “representations should be nestable”).
Indeed, “[c]ertain architectural elements can be thought of as being
components of others” [14]. For instance, doors and windows are parts of
walls, and walls ceilings and floors compose rooms or spaces. If the latter
are moved or cancelled, so must be any of its components. Any CAD
representation should reflect this pattern, which is in fact yet another
hierarchical arrangement of parts and sub-parts.
In the same train of thought, representations should be refinable, which
means that any element can be further specified in its detail, either by
itemizing its components or by relating it to some sub-object which fully
describes it. Johnson again:
“It is well established that designs do not jump fully intact into the
architect’s mind.They are gradually developed and refined, in a
more-or-less top-down manner. Consequently, a representation
that corresponds closely to the architect’s internal representation
must be capable of undergoing a similar process of refinement.
Elements must be able to be added, be removed, or have values
describing their characteristics changed.” [14] (p 20).
Finally, last but not least, representations should not require that the users
introduce at once all the information and values of all the possible
parameters of the object. “(…)Prompting a user for unnecessary
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information can have additional adverse effects.(…)” end affect the natural
process of automated design. On the contrary, the object must be allowed
to be left undefined (or defined with default values) to a level where it is
identifiable but it requires no further detailed information.This means that,
for example, we may think of an apartment as consisting of two bedrooms,
a living-room and a kitchen, but have absolutely no idea of what their shapes
are, or where they are located in the apartment’s overall layout.This level of
undefinitedness does not mean that the design is not valid or non existing: it
is just in an early level of definition, in a state of “work-in-progress”.This
phase of undefinitedness is absolutely necessary, as will be the next, more
defined phases.

6. A PROPOSAL FOR CONCEPTUAL DESIGN
REPRESENTATION
We now describe a new method to describe designs in the conceptual
stage.This idea, still very underdeveloped, has been tested to the extent
where we can affirm that it has passed the proof-of-concept stage. But in
this paper we only intend to construct the theoretical framework that
explains the passage from geometric-based CAD, to a network-based mode
of representation.Thus, only an outline will be given. A set of further papers
(already under preparation) will try to formalize this schema/proposal in a
more accurate way, and –if possible– give some extended experimental
evidence to demonstrate how it works and wheter it fulfills the
requirements here expressed.
As has been demonstrated, we find it necessary to abandon the idea of
pre-designed complex objects (i.e. “smart” objects), while at the same time
promoting the idea of developing particular “libraries” of architectural
elements (in software tools, or elsewhere).These libraries must neither be
based on too-well defined elements, nor on meaningless pieces, but on an
array of simpler “objects” or primitives –the elementary parts of which any
design is made.These elementary parts, if we can find them, are the “atoms”
of the built environment”[21], atoms that can be combined and aggregated
in any desired way, always following the designer’s intentions, yielding the
“chunks” and “abstracted” elements of which design is made.

6.1. Abstraction and patterns
The task is, then, to describe the minimal, elemental objects of the built
environment, the “atoms” of design. In our case, the definition mechanism
closely follows the idea of patterns of relationships introduced by Christopher
Alexander [17, 21].To summarize it in a few words, Alexander proposed
that the “repeating” elements of the built environment are not the “objects”
in the traditional sense (like doors or walls); instead, he argued that the
“elements” in an architectural object are related among them, and that the
built environment is solely comprehended through these repeating patterns
370
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or arrangements of relationships among the objects: it is the particular
pattern of relationships of pieces of wood (or metal), inserted in a wall
opening, which makes a door be a door; and each and every door shows a
similar arrangement, while the size, materials or location of the door or any
of its components may change. Besides, the elements that make this pattern
are themselves most likely also patterns of relationships among smaller
parts.Therefore, to comprehend design and architecture we must shift form
objects to relationships.

6.2. Frames and Ontologies
In the field of Artificial Intelligence (AI), the problem of knowledge
representation is an old one, and much effort has been devoted to digitally
represent thinking processes and mental concepts.The publication of Marvin
Minsky’s seminal paper on “frames” [22] set the ground for the definition of
these formalisms that propose a very abstract, very loose strategy for
representing knowledge. A frame is no more than a loose “data-structure for
representing a stereotyped situation”, to which several pieces of information
may be attached. Most of these pieces of attached information are
themselves other frames, while they can be also primitive data types (text,
numbers, etc).
Minsky also thought of frames and framesets as a network of nodes and
relationships, establishing a close analogy to Alexander’s patterns. In fact, a
close look at both theoretical proposals shows that they are almost
overlapping, and that the frame formalism can be perfectly used to represent
design patterns. In our model we want to exploit this analogy.
Frames come in sets of frames and subframes, and when representing a
particular area or discipline, a set of frames and subframes is called an
ontology [23].Thus, frames are the basis of ontologies, which are used for the
[digital] representation of concepts, via the representation of things and
their relationships. If our first proposal was based on the object-oriented
data model, now we propose to use the frames-ontology approach, which is
more abstract and more conceptual, and avoids the problems of low-level
implementation. Ontologies are very similar to the notion of class
hierarchies in object-oriented languages, while frame definitions are similar
to classes and objects similar to instantiated objects. Next is a proposal for
an ontology of any software tool for architecture and design (see Figure 1).
Combining Alexander’s patterns of relationships with Minsky’s frames for
representing knowledge, we have proposed elsewhere [24] a very abstract
ontology based on minimal elements that represent a few basic, very abstract
elements in design
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 Figure 1 Proposed model
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 Figure 2: first steps in
the use of the model

At the center of the model is the PhysObj frame, which models all the
elements in the built environment which have –or may have, if necessary– a
precise geometry, material, and a construction schedule. In opposition to it,
AISSpace does neither have materiality, nor construction schedule: it
represents the mental construct that design professionals use as basic
aggregation of other elements.
To effectively use the model, we only have to instantiate one or several
PhysObj (or AISSpace) (Figure 2). By instantiating one of these PhysObj’s, we
create a “node” in the representation (“Wall_01” or “Room_01”).Then we
only have to simply connect them with other elements as appropriate. In
this case, walls are sub-elements of Room_01, “Door_01” is a
subcomponent of “Wall_02”, etc.
All of the so-called “elements” of the built environment are represented
as sets (inherit from a general AISCollection frame) because they can
contain other elements like themselves (elements made of other elements,
geometries aggregated from other geometries, materials composed of other
materials, etc.).The geometry of a built element (GeomEnv) can also be
considered as a collection of component sub-geometries: each element has
its own geometry (e.g. a “wall” is a parallelepiped), while the geometry of a
collection of elements (e.g. a “room”) is the ‘union’ of all the geometries of
the component elements into a “geometrical envelope” that loosely defines
the general geometrical shape of the aggregate.
Note that we have “represented” a very simple design, a simple
arrangement of elements without necessarily having defined all of its
characteristics (or parameters): we can do it at a later time if necessary.
Thus, each node in the network represents an element of the buit
environment, and each relationship (each vertex) truly represents a “design
decision”.
In the proposed ontology, the “mother” of all frames is the AISObject, a
frame whose purpose is to be at the top of the hierarchy, providing general
functionality and administrative information to all instances in the database.
The rest of the model can be described with the following subframes:
AISMaterial (an abstraction of the physical properties of construction
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materials), AISResource (representing all resources used in the construction
of built elements which “do not stay in the building” after construction);
AISSchedule (capturing the construction process and resources in a
temporal dimension); and AISCost (an abstraction of the monetary value of
the rest of aforementioned resources). Lastly we have introduced a number
of base classes, like the AISMagnitude frame (and its descendants, addition,
subtraction, division and product), AISPoint, and AISRotation .
The process can then be continued, as the designer thinks or adds more
elements, by adding Geometries, Materials (not in the example), or Insertion
Points (Figure 3, Figure 5).
 Figure 4

This proposed ontology is now being implemented on top of a framesontology platform, the ‘Protégé-Frames’ software (v.3.4.4), in order to test
its functionality. However, had been previously implemented –and duly
tested– on an OODBMs [24].
The resulting network can become quite complex very quickly, with
hundreds of nodes and relationships. In Figure 6 we can see the network
resulting from a “simple” architectural element (geometrically depicted in
Figure 4). Hence the use of a software to handle this complexity, a software
that can handle the frames (Protége-Frames does it certainly well) and also
depict the network of objects, at the same time that represents those
objects that do have a geometrical definition in a 3D visualization.The
software that handles frames and instances and visually represents them at
the same time does not exist at the moment, and has yet to be created adhoc.This is the current focus of our research.
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 Figure 5

7. CONCLUSIONS & FURTHER WORK
Abandoning the traditional geometry-oriented data models of most CAD
systems, we have been able to approach the conceptual phases of design, by
breaking down the process of design to its most elementary units: built or
conceptual elements that can be undefined, and a set of relationships that
represent “design decisions”.With these abstractions, and the use of a proper
frames-oriented software with a graphical interface we can give support to
the early phases of design.
Some of the characteristics that were sought in the representations
system, to adequately respond to the process of conceptual design –as it
has been defined in this paper–, are possible with this model: hypothesis
testing; chunking (and automation), and the possibility of working at different
levels of detail; the creation of libraries (which would correspond to subnetworks); extensive use of relationships (containment and “part-of”
hierarchies, “next-to”, “on-top-of”,etc.); and finally, the pervasive use of
“deference” (or “undefinitedness”), defining only part of the characteristics
and part of the relationships to other elements.
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 Figure 6: a very complex network of nodes and vertexs, representing a built element.

In further work with the model –once it is implemented in a usable
prototype–, all these features have to be completely and fully demonstrated
with examples. In particular, the less obvious problem is the creation of
libraries: each “generic object” in a library would be something like a “subnetwork”, but it is difficult to envision the limits of this procedure. Another
relatively difficult problem will be the translation from this networked datastructure into the usual geometric visualization (3D) to which we are
accustomed –and in which we would like to work–, and to translate the
modifications back into the network-representation. Finally, the limits of this
model have yet to be understood, for we envision that –like it is true for
any other representation system– there will be some technical and some
theoretical limitations.
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